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Abstract:- In this paper, we propose a direct-sequence ultra-wideband (DS UWB) transmission system
for wireless telemedicine system. An essential feature of this system is that it offers larger power and
schemes providing significant error protection for the transmission of medical information that
requires higher quality of service (QoS). To realize maximum resource utilization, or minimum total
transmission power, we also include an M-ary binary offset keying (MBOK) strategy into the system.
Thus, in the proposed medical system, high power, a long length MBOK code, and scheme providing
significant error protection schemes are employed for the transmission of medical messages that
require a stringent bit-error rate (BER). In contrast, low power, short length MBOK codes, and less
capable error protection schemes are provided for messages that can tolerate a high BER. A
simulation is carried out to verify the proper functioning of the proposed system in a practical wireless
telemedicine scenario.

Key-Words: - Wireless Telemedicine, DS UWB, power assignment mechanism, unequal error
protection, MBOK.

1 Introduction

telemedicine [14-16]. The transmission medical
media for these telemedicine systems include

Telemedicine performed by employing a highspeed
and
robust
advanced
wireless
communication system, such as the healthcare
system can provide ubiquitous emergent or
health-monitoring medical services at any time.
We study the characteristic of transmission
media in medicine system, and design various
telemedicine systems by using advance wireless
communication
technique.
The
second
generation (2G), third generation (3G), and
fourth generation (4G) are adopted as a
transmission
platform
in
emergency
telemedicine and healthcare system [1-11]. With
regard to the areas of ocean, mountain, remote
area, forest and desert as well as aircraft in the
sky, the mobile satellite communication system
is suitable for the communication environments
of these areas [12-13]. Bluetooth, and wireless
local area network (WLAN) are general
transmission platform for wireless indoor

electrocardiogram (ECG), medical image, and
medical sensor values such as blood pressure and
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body temperature. The transmission data rates of
wireless platform are restrictedly, our effort are
toward real time and interactive medical
conference. The performance of a mobile
telemedicine system that adopts multi-code code
division multiple access (CDMA), or satellite
wideband CDMA, or orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), or directsequence ultra-wideband (DS UWB) techniques
has been scrupulously studied in our earlier
work [17-25]. In [22], we discuss a power
control scheme in an equal error protection DS
UWB wireless telemedicine system. In [23], we
discuss a DS UWB medical system. In this study,
we extend our previous research [22-24] by
considering the use of power assignment
schemes and M-ary binary offset keying
(MBOK) coding strategies in a DS UWB
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Fig. 1 The proposed DS UWB wireless indoor telemedicine system with power assignment mechanism.

wireless telemedicine system with unequal error
protection. In addition, we discuss the relation
between the power weighting factor and power
saving. Ultra-wideband technology is a new
technology for short-range high-speed wireless
multimedia communication systems. The
specifications corresponding to a data rate of
1320 Mbps and transmission range of 10 meters
indicate that DS UWB is a suitable candidate
with which transmission platforms for a wireless
indoor telemedicine system can be developed. A
g
e
ne
r
i
cde
f
i
ni
t
i
onus
e
di
nt
heFCC’
sFirst Report
[26], which is also widely accepted by the
industry, defines a UWB device as any device
that can emit signals with a fractional bandwidth
greater than 0.2 or a bandwidth of at least 500
MHz at all times. A DS UWB system can
operate in two modes, at a transmission
bandwidth of 1.368GHz in a 4-GHz low central
frequency band and at a transmission bandwidth
of 2.763GHz in an 8.2-GHz high central
frequency band. There are two kinds of multiple
access techniques specified in the UWB standard,
OFDM and the direct-sequence code division
multiple access (DS-CDMA) UWB technique.
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Several MBOK short spreading codes can be
selected when employing DS UWB so that
different transmission rates can be supported.
For instance, in low operating band operation,
the use of MBOK code lengths of 24, 12, 6, and
3 can result in transmission bit rates of 28Mbps,
55Mbps, 110 Mbps, and 220 Mbps, respectively.
Short MBOK codes with a smaller spreading
factor are suitable for high-rate transmissions
that require low capability for combating
channel fading. Moreover, different convolution
codes, K=6, coding rate=1/2, 2/3 and 3/4 can be
used based on channel conditions. K is the
constraint length for convolution code. For the
proposed medical system, we employ a strategy
involving high power, and a long length
spreading codes strategy, and schemes offering
significant error protection for the transmission
of medical messages that require a stringent biterror rate (BER). In contrast, low power, short
length spreading codes, and less capable error
protection schemes are provided for messages
that can tolerate a high BER. This system can
not only satisfies the quality of service (QoS)
required by a telemedicine system, but also
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rate

throughput resulting from the transmission of
concurrent multimedia objects, the sum of the
data, audio, and video packets can be calculated.
Usually, in a wireless medical system , the QoS
is different for various messages. Here, we
assume that the acceptable BERs for data, audio,
and video packets are 10 7 , 10 3 , and 10 4 ,
respectively [4]. For this purpose, it is assumed
that the system can perform unequal error
protection, as shown in Figure 1. To satisfy the
differentiated QoS, we adopt power assignment
strategies and different transmission techniques
for different types of packets. Specifically, we
provide high transmission power, long
spreading codes with a length of 24, and
strategies for providing significant error
protection strategies for data packets that
require a low BER. In contrast, low power, short
length spreading codes, and less capable error
protection strategies are used for the
transmission of audio and video packets that can
tolerate less stringent BERs. The transmitting
signal of the m-th kind bit stream in the
baseband, sm (t ) , is expressed as

or

2. A Power Assignment Mechanism for
DS UWB Wireless Telemedicine
System
A sketch of the proposed DS UWB transport
architecture for the wireless indoor telemedicine
system is depicted in Figure 1. From this figure
we can observe that the wireless indoor
telemedicine system under consideration can
deal with various types of signals such as (i)
blood pressure and body temperature measured
with a few bits, (ii) medical information
recorded by the electrocardiogram (ECG)
device and electroencephalography (EEG)
devices, (iii) mobile patients' history, and (iv)
G.729 audio signals and MPEG-4 CCD sensor
video signals. The processing of pre-recorded
medical information requires the synchronous
playback of time-dependent medical data based
on some pre-specified temporal relations. For
this purpose, a model with which temporal
constraints among various data objects
observable at the time of playback can be
specified is needed for a patient. In this regard, a
well-known model, which is called the Object
Composition Petri Net (OCPN) model, was
presented in [27]. An important feature of the
OCPN model is that temporal relationships
among the various components of a medical
document including the types, sizes, throughput
requirements, and the duration of their presence,
can be illustrated. Based on the OCPN model,
the blood pressure, body temperature, ECG and
EEG signals of every patient are directly
converted to data bit streams. However, audio
signals obtained from microphones and CCD
sensor video signals should be transformed
before being used by the model. In other words,
the blood pressure, body temperature, the 108kbps bit streams for 12-channel ECG signals
and the 262.114-kbps bit streams for 64channel EEG signals of every patient are
directly converted to data bit streams. However,
a G.729 encoder should be employed to
compress the 64-kbps audio signals to 8-kbps
audio bit streams, an MPEG-4 encoder is
adopted to convert the 147.456-Mbps video
signals into 15-Mbps video bit streams, and the
JPEG2000 is used to compress the 3640-kbits
X-ray medical image signal to form a 128-kbits
image bit stream. In our transport architecture,
the data, audio, and video bit streams compose
data, audio, and video packets, respectively.
Since the OCPN model can specify the
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sm (t )  2Pam (t )bm (t )

(1)

In (1), P is the constant transmission power; ,
the weighting factor of the transmission power,
bm (t ) , the data signal comprising a sequence of
rectangular pulses of duration T; and am (t ) , the
MBOK code described in the DS UWB standard
[27] with optional length L=24, 12, 6, 4, 2, 1. L
is the length for MBOK codes. The signal
received at the input to the matched filter in the
mobile receiver can be represented as
M

r (t ) l 2 P a m (t l )bm (t l ) n(t ) (2)
l
1

where n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) process with two-sided power spectral
density ( N 0 / 2 ). It is assumed that l can be
locked to the l-th path as a reference path
between the transmitter and its corresponding
receiver for the m-th kind bit stream. l is the
multi-path gain of the i-th path. The received
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is given by
M

E{[l 2P a m (t l )bm (t l )] 2 }
l 1
SNR 
E{n 2 (t )}

(3)

Thus, the power assignment mechanism can be
summarized as follows:
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Figure 2 The flow of the proposed power assignment mechanism.
requirements for real-time transmissions
in a wireless medical network can be
fulfilled.
Step 3: Assign the original transmission power
weighting factor,  , 0 1 , for the
data, audio, and video packets.
Step 4: Measure the received signal-to-noise
interference ratio (SNR) for the data,

Step 1: Based on the information at the OCPN
output, evaluate the throughputs of the
data, audio, and video messages for realtime transmissions.
Step 2: Select appropriate parameters for
unequal error protection and proper
modulation modes so that the
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audio, and video packets.
Step 5: For each type of packet, if the measured
SNR of the received signal is larger than
the threshold SNR for the required BER,
then the transmission power weighting
factor is updated as , and Step
4 should be performed next. Otherwise,
we go to Step 6.
Step 6: Increase the transmission power
weighting factor as . If 1 ,
re-select parameters for the unequal
error protection as well as the mode of
modulation, and go to Step 3. If 1 ,
go to Step 4 and repeat the remaining
steps.
The parameter depends on the variation in the
channel fading. The greater the variation in the
channel fading, the greater the value of ; the
lesser the variation in the channel fading, the
smaller the value of . In addition, the smaller
the  variation, the larger is the power saving.
Figure 2 shows the flow of the proposed power
assignment mechanism. The length of MBOK
codes for audio, video, and data packets are LC_a,
LC_v, and LC_d, respectively, are 24, 12, 6, 2, 1.
The channel coding rates of channel coding are
1/2, 2/3, and 3/4. The possible length of MBOK
codes and channel coding for audio, video, and
data packets are (24, 1/2), (24, 2/3), (24, 3/4), (12,
1/2), (12, 2/3), (12, 3/4), (6, 1/2), (6, 2/3), (6, 3/4),
(2, 1/2), (2, 2/3), (2, 3/4), (1, 1/2), (1, 2/3), (1,
3/4). The initial power for audio, video, and data
packets is 1/15 and the maximum power is 1.

3. Simulation Results
We have carried out a simulation to demonstrate
the proper functionality of the proposed DS
UWB wireless telemedicine system. In the
simulation, we used K=6, 3/4 convolution code
with soft decoding, and L=12 MBOK codes for
the transmission of audio packets. For video
packets, the K=6, 2/3 convolution code with soft
decoding, and L=12 MBOK codes were used.
For data packets, the K=6, 1/2 convolution code
with soft decoding and L=24 MBOK codes
were used. The system could perform channel
estimation with a mean square error of 0.01.
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Moreover, we have assumed that the reference
transmission power is =1 and the original
transmission power weighting factor is =1/15.
There are four channel models (CMs) -CM1,
CM2, CM3, and CM4- in the UWB system [29].
The target channel characteristics are described
in the following. CM1 has a line-of-sight (LOS)
signal similar to CM2, and CM3, while CM4
has a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) signal. The
transmission distances are 0-4m, 0-4m, 4-10m,
to be defined, and the root mean square (RMS)
delays are 5-ns, 8-ns, 15-ns, and 25-ns for CM1,
CM2, CM3, and CM4, respectively. In Figure
2, CM2 and the AWGN process with zero mean
and variance n2 are employed. Figure 3 shows
the transmission power weighting factors for
data, audio, and video packets as a function
of n2 , the transmission power weighting for the
data, video, and audio packets d , v and a
are denoted by the symbols (), (O), and (Δ),
respectively. The target SNRs to meet the
required QoS for data, video, and audio bit
streams are 10.74 dB, 12.09 dB and 16.10 dB,
respectively. On the basis of CM2 and the
specified QoS requirements for the audio, video,
and data packets, Table I presents the
transmission rates and the corresponding
transmission power for 1 / 15 in an unequal
error protection DS UWB wireless telemedicine
system with n 2 20 dB . Table II shows the
obtainable transmission rates for various
transmission power factors with 1 / 10 .
From these two tables, we can observe that the
use of the dynamic power assignment
mechanism can maximize the system
transmission rates or minimize the transmission
power consumption as compared to an equal
power DS UWB system. The decrease in the
transmission power for unequal power
assignment strategy in Table I and II is
calculated as
( Ra Rv Rd ) ( Ra a Rv v Rd d )
100%
Ra Rv Rd

(4)

where Ra , Rv , and Rd are the transmission rates
for the audio, video, and data packets in the
proposed DS UWB wireless telemedicine
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Figure 3. Transmission power weighting factors for data, audio, and video as a function of the
AWGN with CM2. (power weighting factors for data, video, and audio packets are represented by ,
O,a
ndΔ,r
e
s
pe
c
t
i
ve
l
y
)
.
Table I

system under a reference transmission power,
respectively; a , v , and d are the transmission
power weighting factors for the audio, video,
and data packets, respectively.
From the
simulation results shown in Table I, it can be
observed that when the power weighting factors
are 7/15, 7/15, and 9/15 for the audio, video,
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and data packets, respectively, the obtainable
corresponding transmission rates of 82-Mbps,
73-Mbps, and 28-Mbps can meet the
differentiated QoS requirements of a wireless
medical network. As compared to a DS UWB
medical system with equal power transmission,
our system can result in power saving up to
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Table II

51.29% power saving for 1 / 15 . From Table
II, we can observe that the power saving is
48.47% for 1 / 10 . The smaller the 
variation, the larger is the power saving. To
further investigate the advantages of this system,
we have undertaken a simulation by using the
measured data. Figure 4 shows the received
ECG signals. The mean square error of the
original and the received ECG signals is 0.0063
in a DS UWB wireless medicine system with
power assignment. Figure 5 shows the received
EEG signals. The mean square error of the
original and the received EEG signals is 0.0031
in a DS UWB wireless medicine system with
power assignment. It is suitable for use in the
field of medicine. Figure 6 shows the received
and decoded G.729 audio signals in the DS
UWB system with a power control mechanism.
The mean square error of the original and the
received audio signal is 0.003511. It is observed
that the audio signal is very clear. Figure 7
shows the received and decoded JPEG2000
medical image. The peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) of the JPEG-2000 medical images is
36.31dB. Figure 8 shows the received MPEG-4
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CCD sensor video signals with an average SNR
value of 33.1dB. From the above figures, we
can observe that by using power assignment, not
only can the system capacity can be increased
but also the required QoS can also be realized.
From the above discussion, we can observe that
the proposed DS UWB transport architecture is
a feasible platform for a wireless telemedicine
system. In addition, such a system can achieve
the maximum transmission rates, or the
minimum transmission power consumption.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, power assignment schemes,
unequal error protection strategies, and MBOK
coding techniques are employed for medical
messages with different characteristics to
achieve the differentiated OoS requirements. In
particular, for high transmission rate and realtime interactive audio/video signals, we use
short MBOK codes, schemes with relatively less
capable error protection schemes, and low
transmission power. In contrast, long MBOK
codes, more capable error protection schemes,
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Figure 4 Received ECG signal in the DS UWB system with unequal error protection. (MSE= 0.0063)

Figure 5 Received EEG signal in the DS UWB system with unequal error protection. (MSE=0.0031)

Figure 6 Received and decoded G.729 audio signals tested in the DS UWB system with unequal error
protection.(MSE=0.003511)
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